Health and Safety Committee 10 Meeting

November 17th, 2014

Present: Achim Nicklis (AN), April Huff (AH), Craig Staude (CS), David Warren (DW), David Zuckerman (DZ), Deborah Malarek (DM), Eileen Herman (EH), Emma Alder (EA), Jenifer Moreland (JM), Jon Wittouck (JW), Kathy Newell (KN), Pema Kitaeff (PK), Roy Farrow (RF)

Called to order by DZ. AN taking notes

- October minutes approved
- OARS reports:
  - 2014-10-020: closed
  - 2014-10-079: incident happened at a federal site, JW will collect more information, report remains open
  - 2014-10-095: closed

- RF and EA report from the U-wide Meeting. Topics were ‘active shooters’ and ‘Ebola’. Active Shooters: Safe Campus showed the training video describing response to an active shooter (run-hide-fight). This and other training videos can be found at www.washington.edu/safecampus. Safe campus and EHS expect individual workplace-violence-prevention training every two years. All units need to organize this training on their own. CS reports of a remote training to satisfy this requirement. Units can get in touch with David Girts (dgirts@u.washington.edu, 206 685-4626) or Tawan Pratt-Wieburg (206 543-9331) to talk about unit specific training. UWPD (http://police.uw.edu/) is another resource. Ebola: Sheryl Schwartz reported of a form to be filled in by staff returning from Ebola crisis countries in West Africa. Harbor View hospital is prepared to accept Ebola patients; procedures are in place dealing with patient care, plumbing, waste, lab technicians, transportation, etc.

- 2014-08-033 closed (insect sting in remote part of WA state).
- DW sent out to committee members an EEOP template specific to labs.
- DZ considers scheduling a tour of the emergency management office in the tower.
- JW suggests to include violence response in our EEOPs.

Meeting adjourned.
Addendum:

http://coenv.washington.edu/intranet/governance/health-and-safety-committee
http://www.ehs.washington.edu/ohssafcom
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David Warren  ATMS  Elected  351640  warren@atmos
David Zuckerman  SEFS  Appointed  358010  dzman
Deborah Malarek  JISAO  Ad Hoc  355672  dmalarek
Doug Russell  OCEAN  Appointed  357940  dgruss
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